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ABSTRACT

An approximation method is being developed to predict the dynamic
plastic response of rigid, strain-hardening structures. This method is
analogous to the instantaneous mode techniques used to treat rigid,
perfectly plastic structures in that a deflection shape involving a number of
arbitrary functions of time is selected, based on static deformation profiles.
Two stress fields are associated with the deflection shape: one satisfies the
equations of motion with appropriate boundary and' continuity conditions,
and the other satisfies the strain-hardening constitutive relation with
appropriate boundary and smoothness conditions. The method is
illustrated using the case of a simply-supported beam with a central
plastic region.

INTRODUCTION

The approximation method for dynamic plastic response of strain-hardening
structures discussed here is intended to be analogous to the mode approximation
method for rigid, perfectly plastic structures introduced by Martin and Symonds [1].
The basic mode for a perfectly plastic structure is the product of a time-dependent
amplitude function multiplying a velocity profile made up of rigid links connecting
stationary plastic hinges. As a further elaboration of this method, the hinges are
allowed to move and the velocity profiles are referred to as Uinstantaneous modes."
These Uinstantaneous modes" are not true modes in that they are not separable
products of functions of position and time, but the methods fbr determining the
amplitude and shape functions are often extensions of those for basic mode solutions,
and similar terminology is used.

The deformation shape of a strain-hardening structure _.lways changes
significantly during the motion, and the plastic deformation, rather than being
concentrated at discrete points, always is spread over time-dependent regions. In the
method introduced in Ref. [2], the deformation history of a strain-hardening structure
is approximated by a varying mode shape up to the time of maximum deflection. This :
instantaneous mode is based on quasi-static ,,qeformation profiles for general load
distributions but has arbitrary time-dependent amplitude coefficients and plastic
region size. Two stress fields are associated with the modal shape, one satisfying the
dynamic equations and associated boundary conditions and the other satisfying the
constitutive equations with their associatedboundary and smoothness conditions. The
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application of suitable matching conditions to the two stress fields results in a set of
simultaneous differential and algebraic equations for the time dependence of the
plastic region size and the amplitude coefficients of the modal shape. Pulse-shape
effects are automatically taken into account, and the motion during the pulse is
computed.

In this paper, the problem of a simply-supported beam will be used to illustrate
the steps in the procedure. The deflection profile in the plastic region will be modelled
as a polynomial in the axial coordinate with time-dependent coefficients. It will be
shown that good accuracy is obtained by taking the ratios of the coefficients to be
constants, so that the deflection profile just depends on a time-dependent amplitude
and a time-dependent plastic region size, and, consequently, is analogous to an
instantaneous mode for a perfectly plastic structure. The influence of different types of
matching functions on the accuracy of the solution will be investigated. In particular,
it will be shown that what appear to be qualitatively quite different matching conditions
lead to quantitatively similar relations.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Consider a simply supported beam of length 2L, loaaed by a distributed dynamic
force p(x,t). Take p(x,t) to be symmetric about the center of the beam x = 0, so that only
the half 0 _ x _<L need be considered. The deforming portion of the beam will be
assumed to respond as a rigid, linear strain-hardening structure, having yield
moment my and strain-hardening coefficient a.

Define dimensionie_s axial coordinate X, time T, load P, bending moment M,
deflection W, and hardening parameter coby

( ))Lx t P(X,T) = p x, tX=-- T=--,
L ' to my

M(X,T) = m(x,t) W(X,T) = w(x't)_L2 o)2 at2
my myt2o P"L4, (1)

'

where _ isthemass perunitlengthand toisa measureoftheloadduration.Letprime
and dotsuperscriptsdenotederivativeswith respecttoX and T, respectively.The
equationofmotioncanthenbe writtenas

M" =-P + W, (2)

and the constitutive relation in the plastically deforming region is

M = 1 - o)2W" (3)

The instantaneous mode solution to the dynamic problem up to the time of
maximum deflection will be taken to be an N-th order polynomial in X with time-
dependent coefficients to be determined from the equation of motion, constitutive
equation, and boundary, smoothness, and matching conditions. For plastic
deformation occurring in the region 0 < X < _(t), the N-th order approximation to W
will be assumed to have the form



N )WN(X,T) = A(T)(1- X) + %(T)_Cn (T) ,0_<X<%
n._0

WN(X,T) = A(T)(1- X), %_ X < 1, (4)

where the amplitude function A(T), plastic region size %(T), and polynomial coefficients
Cn(T) are to be determined from the solution. The boundary condition W(1,T) = 0 is
satisfied identically, and W_ = 0 for _ _ X < 1 so this portion of the beam remains rigid.

Two ben_ding moment distributions, MD(X,T) - and Mc(X,T), will be associated
with WN such that MD satisfies the dynamics part of the problem and Mc satisfies the
constitutive relation. Take MDto be the solution of eq. (2) such that Mp and M_) are
continuous at X = %and satisf_ MD = 0 at X = 1 and Ml) = 0 at X = 0. This solution is
given by

l(l-x)Cl+X IX2),_Mp(X, T)= _(L T)- v(X, T)- _ -

n--O n-o(2+n)[ '
o _<x < _; (5)

N

+(1-x)CYFo(T), X 1;
n=0

with F n and _ defined as

F. - 1 +n dT 9 (6)

_(X, _/- I_ (X- X)P(X,T)aX.

The bending moment distribution MC is to satisfy eq. (3) in the plastically
deforming region. Therefore,

co9 N f X'f'-9
Mc = 1--- _ n(n- 1)C, X <

(7)

Kinks can occur in the velocity and deflection profiles at plastic hinges for a
perfectly plastic material (a = 0). However, the profiles for a strain-hardening beam
are smooth; in particular, W' = 0 at X = 0 and W' is continuous at X = _. These
smoothness conditions, the continuity of W at X = _, the condition MC(_,T) = 1 defining
the edge of the plastic region, and the symmetry condition that M' = 0 at X = 0 ff the
loading is sufficiently smooth give five algebraic relations between the Cn.
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Ifitwerepossibletochoose_(T),A(T),and theCn(T)suchthatMp and M c were
identicalforallX and T,thenW N wouldbe theexactsolutiontotheproblem.However,
sinceWN isan approximation,we willselect_,A,and Cn such thatvariousmatching
conditionsbetweenMI) and M C aresatisfied.The maximum discrepancybetweenMD
and M C willthenprowde a measureoftheaccuracyinvolvedinthechoiceofN and tile
selectionofmatchingconditions.SincethereareN + 3 unknowns (A,_,C0,CI,...CN)
and fivealgebraicrelationsbetween the coeffÉcients,N- 2 matching conditionsare

neededLn ordertosolveforthe remainingunknown functions.The amplitudeA and
plastic1.e_onsize_ areessentialelementsofthe solution,so at leasttwo matching
conditionsareneededtoprovidedifferentialequationsforA and _;thereforeN must be
atleastfour.

The typesofmatchingconditionsthatwillbe consideredincludeputtingMp =
M C atselectedpointsintheplasticallydeformingregion,putting_MD/_X = _Mc/_Xat
selectedpoints,ormaking weightedintegralsofMD- MC vanish.In particular,the
followingconditionswillbe used:

_,o(_,T)= _(T)[MD(X,T)- Mc(X,T)]x=_, 0 < _ _<I;

j'ox)¢I(_,T) = (I+ _) [MD(X,T)- Mc(X,T)_IX, _>_0;
(8)

¢'9(_,T)=_2b(MD - Mc)[x=_, 0 < 13< I,_X - -

¢'sCII,T)=(I+)Jo[ --()[MDCX'T)-Mc(X'T)]dX' I3>0

A matching condition that will always be used is ¢o(1,T) = 0, so that the two
bending moment distributions agree at the edge of the plastic region. This gives a
differential equation for A, which as a > 0 reduces to the basic mode response for a
perfectly plastic beam subjected to an arbitrarily distributed dynamic load [2].

COMPARISONS AND RESULTS

Various combinations of sets of coefficients Cn and matching conditions have
been tested to determine which coefficients contribute most to the solution, to determine
the variation of the accuracy of the results with the number of coefficients, and to
determine which matching conditions give the best accuracy for a given number of
active coefficients, A number of choices of strain-hardening pa':ameter co, load
distribution, and pulse shape were used in making these determinations.

These parameter studies showed [3] that the maximum discrepancy between MD
and MC decreases as N increases, as would be expected. Moreover, the maximum
discrepancy can be reduced to within the limits of accuracy of the numerical procedure
used to solve the differential equations if a sufficient number of coefficients and suitable
matching conditions are used.

These studies also showed that the Cn coefficients with n < 4 are of the same size
as A and their ratios to A are almost constant no matter how many coefficients or



which matching conditionsareused. In contrast,the Chlor n _ 5 aremuch smaller
an_clhavelittleeffecton thetime-_ependentdeflectionprofile.Figure1 shows Cn/Afor
a tzypicalsolutionwith a largenumber ofcoefficients.A tent-shapedloaddistribution
with a ramp loadingup toT-1 was assumed. Consequently,reasonableaccuracyis
attainedby takingN = 4 and

Co = _3 A,C I= A,C 2= _3 A,Cs= 0,C4=
!A

8 ,._ 8 .." (9)

The resulting instantaneous mode, which may be considered the basic mode for this
problem, is

1+ x- A(T)
(I0)

Thisisthe deflectionshape producedby a uniformloaddistributionappliedquasi-
staticallytoa rigid,strain-hardeningbeam [3]and correspondstothedashedlinesin
Fig.1.

The matchingcondition(1)o(1,T)= 0 becomes

1_; 1-_[_(I"T)-_'(_'T)-I]+T0_(F" A
I+F_-_- (11)

One additional matching condition is needed to give a second relation between A
and _. E_ch of the conditions given in eqs. (8) can be put in the form

1 a9._2d__2(_2A)d2 ,,- as _-_ (_ A), (12)co_A=Q[_] _(1-a,%)%si +

where Q iis a functional of the loading. The form of Q and the values of the constants
a l, a2, and a 3 depend on the choice of matching condition.

Equations(II)and (12)are a pairofnonlineardifferentialequationsforthe
amplitudeA and plasticregionsize_. The numericalsolutionismore readilyeffected
by replacingthesedependentvariablesby thepairA,B withB = %2A.

The a_ccuracyofthesolutiondependson thechoiceofmatchingconditionusedto
obtaineq.(1.2).To illustratethisdependence,considertheparticularloading

,,

P(X,T)-Pm (I-X)T,0 < T < 1 (13)

=0 T>I

and take Pm s_,achthat the maximum load attained is five times the load that initiates
yielding. Consider material constants such that _ = 1, with g_ defined by [2]
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coefficients Cn for a typical problem.



s::n= I, I= g(]_T)dT (14)

where I is the generalized impulse associated with the applied moment about the
supports. The times Ty and Tf are when deformation begins and reaches its
maximum value, respectively.

Table 1 gives AM/M, defined as the maximum magnitude of (MD-Mc)/MD
attained for all X and T, for a variety of choices of matching conditions ¢i(_,T) = O. The
largest discrepancy usually occurs at the instantaneous change in load at T = 1. The
most accurate result is obtained for ¢1(0,T) = 0, i.e., putting the integral of MD-Mc over
the plastic region to zero, although some of the other choices are almost as good.

Table 1

Accuracy of Solution for Various Matching Conditions

Matching AM AW _J_
Condition M L' W
¢0(0) 2.63% 0.64% 0.27%

" ¢0(0.25) 2.27% 0.45% 0.25%
¢0(0.5) -2.39% -0.08% 0.12%
¢1(0) -1.74% 0.08% 0.16%
¢I(1) -2.81% -0.28% -0.29%
¢1(2) . -3.54% -0.50% -0.75%
¢2(0.5) 5.14% 1.98% -2.00%
¢2(0.75) -1.93% 0.22% -0.17%
¢2(1) -7.26% -2.24% 0.38%
¢3(1) 2.03% 0.30% 0.27%

Values of AW/W = [W(0,Tf)- We(0,Tf)]/We(0,Tf)] and A%/%= [%(Tr)- %e(Tf.)]/%(Tf)
are listed also in Table 1. The e-subscripts denote more exact results computed using
a larger number of coefficients. For every choice of matching condition, the
computation of the deflection shape is more accurate than that of MD - MC.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed approximation method for strain-hardening structures is more
accurate and conceptually logical than the analogous methods for perfectly-plastic
structures and is much less expensive to use than general purpose finite element
methods. The methods for perfectly-plastic structures give incorrect deflection shapes
even for the perfectly-plastic material assumption, are usually based on energy
principles which are difficult to apply except for the simplest problems, and do not take
strain-hardening or pulse shape into account. The discrepancy between MD and_ Mc
provides a measure of the accuracy of the approximation to the solution of the
governing equations, unlike other methods where the accuracy usually is readily
determined only for example problems having closed-_form solutions. Five seconds is a
typical computational time for this method, as opposed to the several hours of computer
time often used by general purpose computer codes having a dynamic plastic
capability.
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